FURTHER READING:
Asia Pacific Design Library Lecture Series – Practice on the Coastal Edge

Event Date – Tuesday, 24 April 2012
Venue – Auditorium 1, State Library of Queensland
Speaker – Stephen Guthrie and Lindy Atkin (Bark Design Architects, Noosa)
Facilitator – Peter Skinner (University of Queensland, Brisbane)
Discuss Online – facebook.com/slqAPDL & twitter.com/slqAPDL (hashtag #APDLlecture)
Website – apdl.slq.qld.gov.au

Event Overview
Stephen Guthrie and Lindy Atkin (Bark Design Architects, Noosa) show how their residential and community projects represent a sharp contemporary development of a distinctive coastal architecture.

UQ Alumni, Stephen and Lindy lived and worked internationally before establishing their practice studio in the Noosa hinterland. Their residential and community projects represent a sharp contemporary development of a distinctive coastal architecture. Light, lean and responsive to the environment, there is a fascination in Bark’s work with the boundary at the edge of architecture.

Speaker Bio’s
Stephen Guthrie was born in Nottingham, England and grew up in the Bahamas. He studied architecture at the University of Tennessee, USA, and Melbourne’s RMIT, before graduating with a Bachelor of Architecture with Honours from the University of Queensland in 1993. He has worked on the Sunshine Coast with awarded architect John Mainwaring from 1993 - 1997 until establishing Bark Design Architects with Lindy Atkin in 1997.

Lindy Atkin was born in Sydney, Australia and completed a Bachelor of Design Studies at The University of Queensland in 1985. She relocated to London and between 1989 – 1995 and worked with Nicholas Grimshaw and Partners, Future Systems and Richard Rogers Partnership. Since returning to the Sunshine Coast she has worked with architects Lindsay and Kerry Clare, John Mainwaring and Gabriel Poole.

Speaker Reading Selection (on display in the Asia Pacific Design Library lounge, Level 2)
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